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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, technologies have been introduced in education mainly to extend the reach of the classroom. The use of LMS (Learning Management Systems) and VLEs (Virtual Learning Environments) has allowed us to complement classroom teaching, as well as to teach full online courses [1]. But Van Harmelen [2] pointed out back in 2006 that VLEs and LMSs don’t deal as well as they could with the needs of learners. At the same time, online search tools have replaced in many cases the use of reference books and visiting the library. There is a huge amount of information available on the internet, that can be unmanageable [3].

Personal Learning Environments (PLEs) were created as a concept designed to meet the needs of Self-Regulated Learning (SRL), initially informal and non institutional. SRL refers to student’s control over their learning process, i.e. controlling their cognition as well as resources for learning. This meta-cognitive element is an important part of self-regulated learning, i.e. awareness of one’s cognition and self-regulation of one’s cognition [4]. Advances in new technologies, the amount of information available on the Internet and the evolution of Web 2.0 has enabled the birth of these environments in which the student self-organize his/her learning and choose from the applications to use to his/her learning goals, all this while working in a social and collaborative way with others, whether students, teachers, enthusiast of a subject, etc. PLEs are based on a different pedagogical approach [5], leading to a change in the methodology that makes knowledge to be consolidated in a more stable way and allow the learners to develop their metacognitive skills. On the other side, even though students may be familiar with the Internet and social software, they may not necessarily know how to use the Internet and social software for learning, probably because they have never had the opportunity to do so in formal educational situations [6]. The scientific community wants to prove that these personal environments are a reference to future learning, and many experiments to test the validity of the concept are being carried out [6][7][8].

After years of debate about how PLEs should be, it seems that both developers and users are finally coming to a common point. The PLE built as a set of distributed applications or as a mashup of web applications are the most successful configurations. This choice is a matter of personal preference, and it is the learner who has to decide which model suits his/her way of working best. We focus on the distributed applications PLE point of view, which is dynamic and customizable. Currently there are many powerful tools to do all the tasks that are needed when using a PLE or any learning environment. It is pointless and a highly difficult technical challenge to create a single tool or environment that offers all that features integrated into a single interface. It seems more practical to choose the best already developed applications and connect them, or to offer an information transfer method or standard which should be compatible with all tools. This is an unresolved problem such as the problem of access to many different tools, not connected among them.

In this paper we analyze the options and requirements of the perfect PLE in section 2. Following this, section 3 is dedicated to the analysis of the two main PLE models, the mashup and the distributed applications PLE. Section 4 deals with information and resource management, analyzing the most interesting options which are social bookmarking, content structures and concept maps. After that we focus on the inter-application communication problem in section 5. With all this information presented, we propose a distributed application PLE solution in section 6. Section 7 is dedicated to related work. In section 8 we put forward some conclusions.

II. THE PERFECT PLE

Although this is very relative and dependent on personal preferences, we collected some ideas and requirements that a PLE should have from an ideal point of view:

• Student centered (possible tutor support). Student has control over resources, goals and manages his/her own learning.

• Collaborative. A PLE must allow collaboration among teachers, students, experts and any members of the community.
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- Open. It must be open and interoperable, allowing its extension with plug-ins or new applications.
- Customizable. Its construction and functionalities have to be customizable.
- Distributed and infinite content. Students must be able to get contents from multiple sources, and must be able to create more content as well.
- Compatible with standards. The content manager of the ideal PLE should be compliant with the most extended standards.
- Mobile terminal implementation. Some of the features of the PLE could be managed from mobile terminals like smartphones and tablets.

PLE are not persistent environments. They should evolve according to the learner’s objectives and achievements, as well as competence management requirements [1].

Bridge to educational institutions. A suitable PLE should act as a bridge to educational institutions and formal learning LMSs and VLEs. It would be ideal to have also good connectivity with official content providers.

Some old requirements like the possibility to work offline are not that important today thanks to mobile technology and Internet development. From a functional point of view:

- Knowledge acquisition and discovery: search engine (resources, contacts,...), RSS.
- Knowledge management: bookmarks (resources storing and management), tagging (knowledge classification) and mind maps (knowledge relationships).
- Knowledge exchange: blog, wikis (reflection, knowledge sharing), social annotation (study tool, knowledge sharing) and social tagging (resource classification and discovery).
- Communication: social networks, email, instant messaging, etc.
- Social media and content consumption tools: video, hypermedia, stock photos, music, etc.
- Learning management: planner, calendar, time management, task management, goal management, metacognitive skills developer (through reflection), etc.

III. MAIN PLE MODELS

There are several interpretations and concepts about PLE. Ideas are so different that there are publications that specifically deal with this discussion [9]. There are three basic PLE models: all-in-one PLE, mashup PLE and distributed applications PLE. After years of debate about how a PLE should be, it seems that both developers and users are finally coming to a common point. The mashup and distributed applications PLE models are being adopted by the developers due to user preference and practicality.

A. All-In-One PLE

This is a single tool that offers all the features that a PLE should have into a single interface, all of them being developed specifically to build the tool or included through hard integration. At the same time, this environment should be adaptable and customizable to every user. At the same time, it could be an online or desktop application.

This option has many drawbacks:

- Users won’t be able to choose any tool separately; the PLE is a closed package, a single tool with all the functionalities.
- Limited customization capability.
- Limited adaptability.

- There are specific tools to cover each feature with high end quality and functionalities.
- It is a difficult technical challenge to get this done achieving a minimum of adaptability and customization, and offering high end features compared to separated specific tools.

An example of this philosophy is PLEX [10] (see Figure 1).

![PLEX, a desktop interface PLE](http://www.i-jet.org)

B. Mashup of Applications

According to Wang, Xiayuan, Chengling and Chunyan [12], a PLE is not only a sum of all used tools, it is a technological realization where social software applications and web services are combined. Considering traditional web experience, users are tied to a single application or they have to manage a set of applications, data sources, etc on their own with limited scaffolding support or lack thereof. The mashup era has emerged in response to the challenge of integrating existing services, data sources and tools to generate new applications [13].

With this in mind, it seems that mashup can be a good choice to build a PLE.

Mashups can include communication apps (email, chat,...), apps to obtain content (search, RSS, ...), manage content (bookmarks, tags, ...), tools to publish and share knowledge (blog, wiki, ...). This may allow collaborative and social learning.

This model has some advantages:

http://www.i-jet.org
• Single login. Users don’t have to log in to each application separately.

• Application selection (in some cases). Users are able to choose which application to use for each requirement.

• Screen use. Users can see a lot of information in the same layout, simultaneously.

It also has some disadvantages:

• Isolated applications: applications don’t react to other application’s changes even if they are related.

• Low screen space per application.

• Limited application features. In some cases, some of the original features of an application could be reduced in a mashup configuration or integration.

• The amount of data available on the screen can be confusing for some users.

• In some cases, the mashup is preconfigured so users are not allowed to choose each application.

A good example of this model is PLEF (Personal Learning Environment Framework) [14], showed in Figure 2. This environment offers a set of Web2.0 services for the users to build a PLE without demanding any integration abilities. It’s based on RSS, tags, link lists, gadget integration (SlideShare [15], YouTube [16]...) and users can also upload images or create text. Login can be done through OpenID [17]. It allows some customization, it is social (it can connect to other personal spaces and any element within the PLE can be shared) and it has text or tag searching capabilities [12].

Figure 2. PLEF, a web mashup PLE [12].

At the same time, there are numerous generic tools not developed for learning purposes that are being used as PLEs like Elgg [18], Netvibes [19], Ning [20], Popurls [21], Pageflakes [22]... Some of them like Elgg can be installed to a server to increase privacy level.

C. Distributed Applications

According to Adell & Castañeda [5], a PLE is a collection of tools, resources, connections and activities used by students to learn. This places the student in the center of the action, and the PLE is made of elements that take part in the student’s learning, including information sources, methods, references, other students and relationships among them, seeing this from the ICT perspective. This model of PLE is formed by a set of distributed applications that used together for learning becomes a PLE (see Figure 3). Each one of these applications has been created with specific functionalities to cover specific needs, not necessarily related to learning or education. Most of them are generic tools with a social element that allow sharing, discussing, creating,... It is the purpose of the user, combining all these applications in a certain way, what makes them to become a PLE.

This model has some advantages:

• User’s freedom. Users can choose all the tools they want to use to build their PLE, with no restrictions.

• Easy updating. It is easy to update each tool separately.

• Optimized interfaces. Each application has its own interface, designed specifically to its purpose, so it is optimized.

• All functionalities. Applications have all their functionalities available at their own interfaces.

It also has some disadvantages:

• Multiple login. Users have to log in to each application separately and remember multiple login data.

• Multiple URL. Each application has its own URL.

• Multiple interfaces. Users have to learn to use each interface separately.

• Isolated applications: applications don’t react to other application’s changes even if they are related.

Henri & Charlier [23] and Sclater [24] affirm that these disadvantages do not make this model robust or scalable for institutional use, but users are the ones with the power to choose which model they prefer. In many cases, they won’t change their favorite applications to use a mashup that doesn’t integrate them. There are no solutions to this model problems.

IV. INFORMATION AND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Information and learning resources management is one of the keys for this type of learning experience to be successful. There are several options for sorting, searching and accessing the resources. The most interesting options are social bookmarking and tagging, content structures and concept maps. Some of the applications named below have been created specifically to be a PLE itself or to be a part of it. Others have not been conceived with this initial intention in mind, but they offer features that can be essential to manage information efficiently, and are being used massively for learning or work.

A. Social Bookmarking and Tagging

1) Concept

This is an alternative with a lot of followers. Tools like Delicious [25] and Diigo [26] offer social tagging based on folksonomies. A Folksonomy [27] is the result of personal free tagging of information and objects (anything with a URL) for one’s own retrieval. The use of tags (free-form keywords used to describe digital resources) is done in a social environment (usually shared and open to others).
Other terms used to refer to a folksonomy are Collaborative Tagging, Social Classification, Social Tagging, or Social Indexation. Collaborative tagging systems in general have some advantages and disadvantages [28]:

- **Advantages:** Wisdom of crowds, inclusive, current, offer discovery, non-binary, democratic and self-moderating, follow desire lines, offer insight into user behavior, engender community, offer a low cost alternative and offer usability.

- **Disadvantages:** No synonym control, problems regarding homonymy and plurals, lack of precision, missing hierarchy, problems with the use of different languages and lack of default visualization.

Collaborative tagging can be a good tool to be integrated into a PLE because it enriches peer interactions and it is a reflective practice which is at the same time supported by other peers. It establishes relations among resources and helps to classify them, allows content discovery and going deeper into any topic.

Diigo deserves a special mention due to some of its features, especially digital highlighting and annotation (see Figure 4). A highlighter and sticky notes or written annotations are tools that every learner uses when studying on paper and their usefulness is undeniable. All these highlights and annotations are also shareable. It is not the only online web highlighter but it is the only social bookmarking tool with these features. On the other hand, it also allows one to create link lists but it does not allow one to create structures.

Visualization

Since folksonomies do not have a natural way of seeing contents, tag-cloud has turned into a common method for visualizing tags. Sánchez & Llamas [29] made an analysis of tag visualization. Common tag representations are tag clouds, cluster tag clouds (semantically related tags are displayed in clusters, and this in a cloud), elastic tag maps (relationships between tags is represented, navigation based in pivot browsing) and Sixpli (interactive network which employs different imaging methods including elastic nets 3D, 2D and circles, but seems to be currently unavailable). Pivot browsing allows the user to browse the semantic context of a tag, locking it to explore co-occurrence tags. Sánchez developed another visualization algorithm, based on the Rule of Thirds in which there are 8 groups of tags and a central group that applies a radial

![Figure 3. Distributed Application PLE.](image-url)

![Figure 4. Diigo’s web highlighting and annotation.](image-url)
representation for the seven tags that have the highest co-occurrence frequency. Then 7 groups are filled with tags related to each one of the center tags. The eighth group is filled with tags with no co-occurrence with the center ones. It also allows pivot browsing, tag labeling to create semantic networks and tag definition (powered by Wikimedian projects) to make disambiguation easier. This method will allow one to represent 400 tags in a medium size screen, taking advantage of all the representation space (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Advanced tag visualization [29].

B. Structured Content

1) Concept
Most learners are used to studying structured content, and most LMSs use this type of representation (Moodle [30], Sakai [31], Dokeos [32]...). All their books are structured in sections or units, each of which can have subsections and so on, creating a content tree or structure. It’s easy to organize the study and estimate the time that each section will consume with just having a look at its subsections when using this model. If we have a big collection of unstructured resources, even if they are tagged and ordered by date, tag co-occurrence or other property, it could be difficult to organize our study without a structure. So it seems that many students would use a social bookmarking tool that would allow them to organize their bookmarks and even create their own courses through structured bookmarks. These courses could also be shareable and users should be able to create them collaboratively.

A nice tool built specifically to be the main part of a PLE is Graasp [33]. It allows one to create spaces, which can contain other spaces, resources, contacts or widgets, creating a structure (see Figure 6). Graasp has the ability to enforce contextual aggregation of its four categories of entity: People, Spaces, Assets and Tools. To increase usability, almost all items are drag & drop. It also uses recommendation to empower resource and people discovery, and allows element tagging. This tagging is not as advanced as it is in specific social bookmarking tools.

2) Visualization
The main visualizations for structured content are hierarchical structures (tree structures) and mind maps (see next section).

Figure 6. Graasp uses tree structures [33].

C. Concept Maps and Mind Maps

A Concept Map (CM) [34] is a graphical way of representing and organizing knowledge. It is comprised of nodes and links, arranged in some order to reflect the information of the domain being represented (see Figure 7). Nodes symbolize concepts, and links represent relationship between concepts; both concepts and links are labeled and may be categorized. It’s been proved that CMs are a powerful instructional tool [34][35][36][37]. It can also be used as a course design developer.

CMs are meant to represent relationships among concepts, being a powerful tool to analyze from simple to very complex concepts. This capability to represent and organize knowledge makes CMs a great tool to be included in a PLE. The simpler case of use of a CM could be the representation of a structured course, with the added value of the information about the relationship among nodes. If we remove this relationship information, it becomes a mind map.

It has the following advantages:

* CMs force students to make valid connections among concepts, developing their conceptual understanding in opposition to rote learning.
* CMs Enables the students to have a global point of view of any studied subject.
* It provides a low tech vehicle that enables students to represent graphically their knowledge, and to share it with instructors and other students.
* It shifts the emphasis from inert, static knowledge to contextually-embedded knowledge; from isolated facts to theoretical frameworks of related concepts.
* It can be used as graphic organizers or course development tools.

It also has some disadvantages:

* In an institutional learning context, evaluation can become more time-consuming for instructors, especially in large classes. Comparisons among students are more difficult.
* Learners who have developed a strong facility for rote learning of verbal knowledge sometimes find CMs intimidating.
Building CM maps is a demanding cognitive task that requires training. There are a lot of tools to do this, also online like WiseMapping [38], Mind42 [39], MindMeister [40]... or desktop applications like CMapTools [41], FreeMind [42]...

Figure 7. Example of a concept map.

V. INTER-APPLICATION COMMUNICATION

Most of the tools used to form a PLE are standalone applications, developed without the tool set idea in mind. Thus, they are not ready to communicate with other third party applications or to be integrated into an LMS or any larger system or heterogeneous tool set. The one and only communication link among all the applications of a multi-application PLE is the user. Even when using a mashup to integrate several applications, they are not connected to each other. The developers of the applications are not aware of this interoperability problem, as they see their applications as standalone.

It would be desirable to get all these different tools to act as a tool set, which could exchange data and be responsive to events happening in other applications. There are several alternatives to solve this interoperability problem. We selected the following ones:

A. IMS LTI

IMS LTI is a standard to allow remote tools to be integrated into a learning environment. The basic use case of this specification is to allow the seamless connection of web-based, externally hosted tools, to a learning environment. Eventually, users are provided with access to the remote tools as if they were available in the same server as the LMS. IMS LTI proposes a web protocol and an API to support this integration without having to develop and maintain custom integrations. In this way, IMS LTI is an important step ahead for implementing LTI, being backwards compatible. It implements a new model that specifies services using REST APIs in JSON format [45].

The LTI specification uses some specific terminology as it is represented in Figure 8. The learning environment is referred to as the “Tool Consumer” (TC) as it “consumes” the tool. The external tool is called the “Tool Provider” (TP) as it “provides” the tool that is going to be used from the “consumer”.

This option requires all the tools to be modified to adopt the LTI standard. IMS LTI is very simple and easy to implement as we know due to our experience in Game-Tel Project [46]. Anyway, LTI integration level is halfway between hard and soft integration and was been created to be in a centered architecture. It allows user authentication without OpenID (using OAuth protocol [47] with Single Sign On (SSO) and outcomes transfer, but it doesn’t allow tool flow control.

B. Tool Binding Adapter Middleware

This middleware has been developed by Jorge Fontenla [48][49][50] to support the hard integration of tools into a LMS, allowing transparent access to external tools through SSO, exchanging data with the tool, subscribing to tool’s events and adapting its workflow, following a SOA architecture. It does this using a Tool Binding Adapter Server (provides the LMS with a unified set of methods called Generic Tool Interface and adapts the calls to these methods into methods of the API of the tool), Binding Rules (provides a relationship between the generic methods and the methods of the API of the tool), a Shared Vocabulary (categorizes all the possible terms and concepts concerning the inner structure and operation of the tool) (see Figure 10 and Figure 9).

With this middleware, hard integration can be achieved through the following steps:

- Creating a working account (i.e. an instance) for each user at the tool.
- Transferring from the LMS to the tool all data that the user may need in order to carry out his/her tasks.
Establishing some access permission over these data and some pieces of functionality of the tool.

• Subscribing to events resulting from the operation of the tool by its users.

• Authorize the users to access his/her instance or account.

• Alter the workflow of the tool according to the event data received.

This alternative goes a step ahead of other tool integration initiatives, providing a unique and well defined reference frame to integrate in a controlled way from Web2.0 applications to ad-hoc developed tools, but this may not be easy to implement. Using the API of the tool there is no need of modifying the tool itself. It may be necessary to create specific binding rules for every application, and the definition of a common vocabulary could be non-trivial. Our case is much simpler since we don’t need to change the workflow of any application, but this could be a good starting point.

C. Distributed PLE Case

The two solutions presented before have been developed to integrate external tools into a LMS. Our use case is slightly different, since we have many different applications and none of them act as a “mother ship” or center application. It is important to consider that many of the developers won’t modify their applications if the solution proposed doesn’t become a renowned standard. The solution must be transparent to the user, but also needs to be easy to implement for the developers. It would be desirable not to make any app modification at all.

In order to make this possible, there are two possibilities:

1. Develop an inter-application communication protocol or standard, so it can be adopted by the developers of the implied applications.

2. Develop an inter-application communication middleware using an existing standard or a new one that act as a coordinator of a set of any configured applications. This would act as a communications center and common data storage. It is necessary to have a public API for the apps to be supported, so each application should be integrated separately.

VI. Architecture

A. Requirements

To achieve our goals, we define a simple set of requirements:

• Modifications to the applications should be minimal or none.

• It has to provide authorization management.

• Data must be updated among applications that manage the same information. For example, learners can use any of the three resource management tool types. If he/she uses more than one, data modifications must be updated in the others.

• Learners must be able to choose whether they want to synchronize content or not.

• A data format for each type of data exchange should be defined. A common vocabulary is needed.
B. Towards a Solution

Using the cases stated in section V.C we have two options, as seen in Figure 11 and Figure 12.

Figure 11. Case 1: inter-application communication protocol.

In case 1 we see that there is no architecture at all. An inter-application protocol is used and all these crossed communications are application dependent. At the same time, user must configure in each app which apps it should communicate to, and some options about what to communicate should be offered. All apps should have a listener to receive incoming data even if they are not in use at the moment. This option seems to be unfeasible since despite the definition of a standard protocol and data formats to support all these communications it needs the brands and developers acceptance and compromise to develop it. Commercial interests would be a barrier since many of the apps that have to communicate with each other are direct competitors.

Figure 12. Case 2: Distributed PLE Manager.

On the other hand, case 2 is not application dependent. It can be a great solution to this communication and data exchange problem. We named it Distributed Personal Learning Environment Manager (DIPLEM). This solution is based on the Tool Binding Adapter Middleware, as it can be considered a particular and simple case of use of that powerful system. In this case there is no need of flow control (applications won’t be allowed to control other application, their relationship is horizontal) and permissions control (this is app dependent). Granting authorization, access and data transfer is enough to make it work. Information can be synchronized by user request or periodically updated. DIPLEM interface has to offer the learner the possibility to synchronize the tools he/she is using to learn.

C. Data Format

Each application has its own data formats, variable names,... For example, a calendar tool could have a method called newCalendar(). The generic command for that would be createInstance(), so there is a need of defining a common vocabulary, or to configure each application individually in DIPLEM and associate the generic commands to the API’s.

Below that, social bookmarking tools, structured content tools and concept map tools have different native formats. There is a need to establish a common format that can contain the information that these three types of tools need. Also, a conversion to each app format is needed, and has to be implemented into DIPLEM. A good starting point for that could be the Freemind’s mm format, which is supported by most of the concept map and mind map tools [51]. The mm format is an XML text format consisting of tagged objects. This format can also be used to store the information of courses built in a structured content tool, if adapted. That conversion is simple and can be done into DIPLEM before sending the data to the other applications. Here is an example of this raw format:

```xml
<map version="0.9.0">
  <attribute_registry SHOW_ATTRIBUTES="hide"/>
  <node TEXT="eBook Apps" ID="Freemind_Link_1" CREATED="1343227256389" MODIFIED="1343227256389" COLOR="#000000" BACKGROUND_COLOR="#b2b2fe" STYLE="bubble">
    <edge COLOR="#b2b2fe"/>
    <hook NAME="MapStyle" zoom="0.97739804" max_node_width="600"/>
    <node TEXT="Main Data" POSITION="right" ID="Freemind_Link_12" CREATED="1343227256390" MODIFIED="1343227256390" COLOR="#000000" STYLE="fork">
      <edge COLOR="#0088ce"/>
      <node TEXT="Item1" ID="Freemind_Link_23" CREATED="1343227256391" MODIFIED="1343227428428" COLOR="#000000" STYLE="fork">
        <edge COLOR="#0088ce"/>
      </node>
    </node>
  </node>
  <node TEXT="Item2" ID="Freemind_Link_17" CREATED="1343227256391" MODIFIED="1343227428429" COLOR="#000000" STYLE="fork">
    <edge COLOR="#0088ce"/>
  </node>
</map>
```

We are developing an extended mm format to include user tags (to be used by social tagging tools) and information about relationships between nodes (to be used in more complex CM tools like CMapTools). This way, every node can have a name or title, a set of tags, node relationships information and other node information (notes or description, html links, node appearance...). It has to be able to contain all the typical information used by any of the three types of information and resources management tools seen in section IV.
VII. RELATED WORK

Responsive Open Learning Environments (ROLE) is an European collaborative project with 16 internationally renowned research groups from 6 EU countries and China. ROLE technology is centered around the concept of SRL that creates responsible and thinking learners that are able to plan their learning process, search for the resources independently and learn and then reflect on their learning process and progress. ROLE’s main objective is to support teachers in developing the open personal learning environments for their students where they can train each of the phases mentioned. ROLE has just entered the fourth project year, where their main endeavor is to test the already operating learning environment and widgets [52] (ROLE project website). ROLE Project are also the developers of Graasp, a powerful tool presented in section IV.B.

At this moment they are developing an extension of the W3C widget specification to include widget interoperability, end-user data mobility as a basis for manual widget orchestration, user behavior mining - for extracting behavioral patterns - as a basis for automated widget orchestration, and infrastructure [53]. This can be an important contribution to interoperability standards.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

At present there are powerful tools to build a PLE or that could be a PLE themselves, even though they may not cover the needs of some learners. It’s obvious that these tools need a minimum amount of users. Without enough users, recommendations, social tagging, social bookmarking and many collaborative features won’t work properly.

We analyzed several PLE models and chose the distributed application model. We analyzed the main information management models, as they should be the main tool of a PLE and an essential tool for learning. We analyzed two communication methods (one of them is a standard) to solve the inter-application communication problem. Finally, we propose a possible solution to make a distributed application PLE responsive to itself, to make it work as a large tool and get as close as possible to the perfect PLE. This opens a new path for us to work on a non-invasive interoperability system which doesn’t require application modifications to work.
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